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Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

3

1 ▲7 Trojan/Win32.onlinegamehack 117,594 12.8 %

2 �1 Textimage/Autorun 108,351 11.8 %

3 12 Trojan/Win32.Gen 64,413 7.0 %

4 �1 Win-Trojan/Wgames.Gen 61,628 6.7 %

5 �1 Trojan/Win32.agent 60,721 6.6 %

6 ▲1 Als/Bursted 56,722 6.2 %

7 ▲2 RIPPER 52,200 5.7 %

8 NEW JS/Iframe 41,161 4.5 %

9 �3 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140.Gen 39,220 4.3 %

10 �8 Trojan/Win32.urelas 35,133 3.8 %

11 �1 ASD.PREVENTION 32,695 3.6 %

12 �7 BinImage/Host 32,386 3.5 %

13 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.149246 31,782 3.5 %

14 �1 Win32/Autorun.worm.307200.F 31,632 3.4 %

15 �4 JS/Agent 28,791 3.1 %

16 — Win-Trojan/Malpacked5.Gen 26,942 2.9 %

17 �3 Win-Trojan/Asd.variant 26,650 2.9 %

18 NEW JS/Exploit 25,754 2.8 %

19 NEW Win32/Virut.f 23,013 2.5 %

20 �2 Win-Trojan/Avkiller4.Gen 21,773 2.4 %

 TOTAL 918,561 100.0 %

Table 1-1 | August 2013 Top 20 Malicious Code Reports (By Report and Malicious Code) 
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Malicious Code Trends 

01.
Malicious Code Statistics

Statistics collected by the ASEC show that 2,763,163 malicious codes were reported in August 

2013. The number of reports decreased by 577,175 from the 3,340,338 reported in the previous 

month. (See [Figure 1-1].) The most frequently reported malicious code was Trojan/Win32.

onlinegamehack, followed by Textimage/Autorun and Trojan/Win32.Gen. 4 malicious codes 

were newly added to the “Top 20” list. (See [Table 1-1].) 

The number of malicious 

codes reported in August 

decreased by 570,000 

from the previous month 

Figure 1-1 | Monthly Malicious Code Report Changes
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Ranking Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

1 — Trojan/Win32 461,426 28.3 %
2 — Win-Trojan/Agent 185,623 11.4 %
3 — Textimage/Autorun 108,365 6.6 %
4 — Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 88,245 5.4 %
5 — Win-Trojan/Downloader 83,199 5.1 %
6 ▲3 Adware/Win32 64,490 4.0 %
7 �1 Win-Trojan/Wgames 61,628 3.8 %
8 �1 Win32/Conficker 58,348 3.6 %
9 ▲1 Win32/Virut 57,510 3.5 %

10 ▲4 Als/Bursted 56,722 3.5 %
11 ▲2 Win32/Autorun.worm 53,395 3.3 %
12 ▲3 RIPPER 52,200 3.2 %
13 �1 Malware/Win32 45,427 2.8 %
14 ▲2 Win32/Kido 44,843 2.7 %
15 NEW JS/Iframe 41,161 2.5 %
16 �5 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140 39,220 2.4 %
17 ▲2 Downloader/Win32 33,560 2.1 %
18 �1 ASD 32,695 2.0 %
19 �11 BinImage/Host 32,386 2.0 %
20 �2 JS/Agent 28,927 1.8 %

 TOTAL 1,629,370 100.0 %

1 Win-Trojan/Agent.149246 31,782 31.2 %
2 Win-Trojan/Agent.112128.UP 18,871 18.5 %
3 Win-Trojan/Backdoor.14848 18,426 18.1 %
4 Win-Trojan/Kanav.206352 10,979 10.8 %
5 Als/Agent 7,653 7.5 %
6 Win-Trojan/Agent.206352 3,488 3.4 %
7 Win-Trojan/Agent.600576.M 2,267 2.2 %
8 Win-Trojan/Zbot.176763 1,263 1.2 %
9 Win-Trojan/Zegost.121856.B 915 0.9 %

10 Win-Trojan/Urelas.197705 838 0.8 %
11 Win-Trojan/Agent.193377.B 659 0.7 %
12 Win-Trojan/Agent.193360.B 644 0.6 %
13 Win-Trojan/Agent.193427 616 0.6 %
14 Exploit/Donxref 572 0.6 %
15 Win-Trojan/Agent.149359 524 0.5 %
16 Win-Trojan/Downloader.81920.JS 516 0.5 %
17 Win-Trojan/Urelas.872448 492 0.5 %
18 Win-Trojan/Agent.359137 476 0.5 %
19 Alc/Agent 463 0.5 %
20 Win-Adware/KorAd.323584.I 448 0.4 %

 TOTAL 101,892 100.0 %

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

Table 1-2 | Top 20 Malicious Codes 

Trojan Horse – The most 

frequently reported new 

malicious code in August

[Table 1-3] shows the percentage breakdown of the Top 20 new malicious codes reported 

this month. Win-Trojan/Agent.149246 was the most frequently reported new malicious code, 

representing 68.3% (83,179 reports) of the Top 20 new malicious codes in August, followed by 

Win-Trojan/Agent.112128.UP (18,871 reports).

Table 1-3 | Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports in August 

Top 20 Malicious Code 

Reports

[Table 1-2] shows the percentage breakdown of the Top 20 malicious code variants reported 

this month. The most frequently reported malicious code was Trojan/Win32 (461,426 reports), 

followed by Win-Trojan/Agent (185,623 reports) and Textimage/Autorun (108,365 reports). 
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Figure 1-2 | Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown

Figure 1-3 | Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown for August 2013 vs. July 2013 

”Trojan Horse Ranked 

as the Most Reported” 

Malicious Code (52.7%) in 

August

Comparison of Malicious 

Codes with Previous Month 

[Figure 1-2] categorizes the top malicious code types reported by AhnLab customers in August 

2013. Trojan was the most reported malicious code, representing 52.7% of the top reported 

malicious code types, followed by script (8.3%) and worm (8.2%).

[Figure 1-3] shows the malicious code type breakdown compared to the previous month. 

Compared to the last month, the number of Scripts, Viruses, Adware, and Spyware increased, 

whereas the number of Worms, Droppers, Exploits, and Downloader decreased. The numbers 

for Trojan horse and Appcare were similar to that of the previous month.
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Breakdown of New 

Malicious Code Types

Figure 1-4 | Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types 

Trojan Horse was the most frequently reported new malicious code type in August, representing 

91% of the new malicious code types, followed by Adware (1%) and Exploits (1%).
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The characteristics of items marked with numbers in [Figure 1-7] 

is summarized below. 

3. Security module patch 

By creating a total of 4 threads in [Figure 1-8], the msimsg.dll.

Analysis of online banking information theft 
methods of memory-patching Banki (1)

Recent pharming malware (or Banki) that modifies hosts files of 

infected PCs or creates hosts.ics to direct users to fake phishing 

sites for online banking information theft has been reported more 

frequently than online game hacking malware that steals online 

game user account information or items. 

Banki has continued to evolve to a point where it patches the 

memory of security modules distributed by banks. The newly 

discovered Banki has been distributed through a P2P Webhard 

site (file sharing site) and a press agency website. Let’s take 

a closer look how the memory-patching Banki steals online 

banking information. 

1. Which vulnerability did Banki exploit? 

The system is infected through CVE-2012-1723. The css.htm file 

reveals that the wfk.exe file exploited a total of 8 vulnerabilities: 6 

JAVA vulnerabilities, 1 Internet Explorer vulnerability, and 1 Flash 

Player vulnerability. 

2. Malware distribution structure 

The wfx.exe file creates two main threads and behaves as follows:

•Thread 1 deletes the wfk.exe by using cmd.exe. 

•Thread 2 connects to the C&C server to perform various functions  

 such as sending infected PC information or creating files.  

Figure 1-6 | Java vulnerabilities exploited by the wfk.exe

Figure 1-7 | Distribution structure of malicious code

①

- Create DLL and SYS files 

- Transfer infected PC system information to the C&C (116.***.121.***:7125, UDP) 

 ->Encrypt information in transit 

 ->Steal MAC addresses, OS versions, mshtml.dll versions, and others 

- Incapacitate anti-virus programs 

②

- Create a file with the Windows service name + 32.dll

- Execute the file as a service parameter which is run through the Esvchost.exe file 

- Transfer MAC addresses of infected PCs to the C&C (116.***.121.***:7125, UDP) 

- Download files with the specific conditions 

③

- Contain addresses to download the **a2.exe file when encrypted 

 data file is decrypted.

④

- Download files to the Banki dropper if the specific file exists in the   

 %PROGRAMFILES%\NPKI folder 

- Delete the hosts and hosts.ics files and create the msimsg.dll.mui file 

⑤

- Patch security modules and steal account information 

- Collect system information from the infected PCs 

   
Malicious Code Trends

02.
Malicious Code Issues
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mui file performs memory patching for security modules that are 

installed during online banking. 

The resource areas of the msimsg.dll.mui file specifically target 4 

banks. When users try to connect to the legitimate online banking 

sites, a fake security upgrade setup window appears as shown in 

[Figure 1-9]. 

Before performing memory patching, the msimsg.dll.mui 

executes codes in [Figure 1-10] to check module loading status. 

The msimsg.dll.mui performs memory patching for 5 bytes of 

specific addresses of each module through the following codes. 

On the left, you can see the codes before memory patching; on 

the right, you can see the codes after memory patching. When 

you look at the codes on the right side, the memory-patched 

security module behaves normally for a while, and then diverges 

in 0x00B40000. 

To be continued in ASEC Report Vol. 45. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Trojan/Win32.MalPack (2013.08.04.01) 

-Win-Trojan/Qhost.48557 (2013.08.04.00) 

-Dropper/Win32.Rootkit (2013.08.04.01) 

Your receipt has been issued! 

Until now, cyber criminals have diligently used various methods 

to spread malicious codes. This newly discovered malware 

disguised as a fake Microsoft Word document receipt lures users 

into clicking the malicious file. The icon looks like a general Word 

document, but the actual file extension is.exe. We analyzed the 

file header information and found that the file is an executable file 

disguised as a normal Word file. 

Since cyber attackers frequently use this type of malware, users who 

are aware of these security risks can prevent damages and losses. 

When the malware is executed, it creates the following file and 

deletes itself to cover up its traces.  

It registers itself in the system registry to automatically run at 

Figure 1-12 | Executable file disguised as a normal Word file

Figure 1-13 | File header information 

Figure 1-8 | Create threads for security module patching

Figure 1-9 | Fake security upgrade setup window

Figure 1-10 | Check security module loading through GetModuleHandleA()  

Figure 1-11 | Perform memory patching for npdelfinoplugin.dll

Figure 1-14 | File creation information
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others) before opening or downloading any file by disabling Hide 

extensions for known file types in Folder Options. 

The following files are created when the attachment is executed.

%TEMP%\1347247368.exe 

%APPDATA%\Xuxaalb\raommy.exe 

%APPDATA%\Yzsuaba\yqotagu.tau 

%TEMP%\tmpcc820afc.bat 

This malware registers related processes in the Windows firewall 

policies to disable Windows automatic update. Then, it registers 

the following values in the system registry to automatically run on 

system boot. 

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\

Run\{F0805A8B-9AE6-CA33-ACA5- 7086365E3443} “

”C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application Data\

Xuxaalb\raommy.exe””

The infected PCs try to connect to several domains and download 

additional files from some of the connected domains. 

As more cyber criminals continuously send out suspicious spam 

system restart. 

One of the peculiar behaviors of this malware is adding policies 

that allow the opening of specific Windows firewall ports. 

If you check the system network status information, two ports 

set for the firewall exception policies are open. This status allows 

attackers to perform information theft to specific servers, remote 

access, or other malicious attacks. 

As the malware is discreetly distributed, it is important for you 

to check file extensions before clicking on any suspicious file. 

Update anti-virus programs to the latest version. Execute files 

after scanning them with an anti-virus program. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Trojan/Win32.Zbot (2013.08.07.04) 

Warning: Fraudulent spam e-mails disguised as 
Amazon purchase-related e-mail in circulation 

ASEC has discovered fake purchase e-mails allegedly coming 

from amazon.com, a worldwide online shopping mall. The cyber 

attackers attach a fraudulent “purchase information” file to trick 

users into clicking the attachment. 

[Figure 1-20] shows the attached file. It uses a fake PDF file icon 

to disguise itself as a normal file. 

As AhnLab has posted several times in its reports, you should 

view the complete file name with an extension (zip, exe and 

Figure 1-17 | Network connection status information

Figure 1-15 | Start program registration

Figure 1-19 | Spam e-mail contents

Figure 1-18 | Specific port connection information

Figure 1-20 | The attachment

Figure 1-21 | DNS Query information

Figure 1-22 | Additional malicious file download information
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As similar spam e-mails claiming to be from well-known global 

logistics service providers or banks have been circulated for a 

long time, the damage is continuing to increase. 

Users are advised to exercise increased caution before opening 

attachments in e-mails from unfamiliar addresses. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Trojan/Win32.Zbot (2013.08.09.04) 

-Trojan/Win32.Tepfer (2013.08.12.02) 

Vacation themed spam e-mails designed 
to steal money 

July and August are the time of year when people go on their long 

awaited summer vacations. Many people plan trips abroad to take 

a break and distress from work. When planning their vacations, 

some people collect information and reserve accommodations 

themselves, while many others select and pay for desired 

vacation packages through travel agency websites. Spammers 

know that many users access travel agency websites during this 

peak season . Spammers frequently insert malicious codes on 

these websites. 

A bigger problem is that many travel agencies are small 

enterprises and they do not pay much attention to their webpage 

security. The users who connect to these travel agency websites 

are almost inherently insecure. 

The cyber attackers mainly target vulnerable sites with many 

users to increase the number of users attacked with little 

additional effort. 

e-mails to distribute malicious codes, it is advised to exercise 

special caution to prevent malicious code infection. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Spyware/Win32.Zbot (2013.08.16.00) 

-Trojan/Win32.Inject (2013.08.13.00)

E-mail scam – Loan approval e-mail from a 
specific bank

Fraudulent spam e-mails disguised as loan approval e-mails from 

a specific bank have been circulated. The attack and distribution 

methods are similar to the previous spam e-mails. Korean users, 

however, should pay extra caution as many branches of those 

banks are operating in Korea. 

The scam e-mail has the subject, “RE: Loan Approved”, and its 

message reads, “This is a final loan approval e-mail. You need 

to sign the document and reply to us immediately”. (See [Figure 

1-23].) 

The mail contains a malicious executable file. 

The file attachment uses an icon similar to a PDF document to 

lure users into opening the file, but the file properties reveals that 

it is actually an executable file. If the Hide extensions for known 

file types option is enabled for the Folder Option, then users might 

believe this attachment is a normal PDF file and execute it, which 

leads to malware propagation. 

Running the e-mail attachment creates the following files. 

CREATE  C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application

They register the following values in the system registry to 

automatically run at system boot. 

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\

Yksaib ""C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application

The infected PCs try to connect to several IPS and specific sites to 

download and execute additional malicious files. 

Figure 1-23 | Spam e-mail message allegedly from a specific bank

Figure 1-24 | Additionally downloaded files and connection history

Figure 1-26 | Chinese sites with internet site connection statistics – 51YES
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serious financial information disclosure. Tremendous damage 

can be easily inflicted if the cyber attacker disguises himself 

as a travel agency based on the fact that the user accessed the 

specific travel website. Users should exercise special caution to 

guard their financial information. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Trojan/Win32.Qhost (2013.08.06.00) 

-Win-Trojan/Agent.93696.FE (2013.08.02.05)

Malicious code propagation through multi-format 
media player

Malicious codes that exploit free multi-format media players have 

been newly discovered. Users are advised to exercise caution 

as attackers are exploiting popular programs or advertisement 

program update functions. 

[Figure 1-30] shows KMPlayer’s urgent notice on external hacking 

attacks. 

At the time of our analysis, we could not verify the exact 

distribution path of this malware. Based on published reports 

on the icst.org.tw website, we assumed that the malware was 

distributed using the update functions when the KMPlayer 

version 3.7.0.87 update notification appeared on the screen. The 

latest version of KMPlayer is 3.6.0.87, which is distributed from 

the official KMPlayer homepage. 

[Reference links] 

http://www.icst.org.tw/NewsRSSDetail.aspx?seq=14548&RSSTyp

e=news&lang=zh 

https://www.ncert.nat.gov.tw/NoticeAna/anaDetail.do?id=ICST-

ANA-2013-0018 

[Figure 1-31] shows the malware analysis information screen 

published on ICST websites. 

The malware named KMPlayer 3.7.0.87.exe is developed in the 

compressed SFX file format. 

The following files are downloaded from the compromised travel 

agency websites. 

In the downloaded files, ASEC can verify the Chinese site URLs 

that show connection statistics. Cybercriminals propagate 

malicious codes through the most frequently visited websites 

based on the connection statistics. The newspaper published 

similar cases several years ago. 

->http://*ww.op**s**06.co*/xiangnian.html

<script language=javascript src=http://count38.51yes.com/click.

aspx?id=388570138&logo=1 charset=gb2312></script>

http://*ww.op**s**06.co*/server.exe 

 http://6*.2**.1*7.2*/238.exe 

The server.exe file creates c:\windows\59378472\svchsot.exe and 

registers this file in the Task Manager to automatically run the 

malware at the appointed time. 

The additionally downloaded 238.exe file is a form of malware 

to steal users’ financial information and create a hosts.ics file to 

redirect users to the fake pharming sites that malware developers 

created. (See [Figure 1-29].) 

At the time of ASEC analysis, these pharming sites were 

disconnected. Users, however, should take extra precaution to 

guard against information leakage because many similar variants 

with slightly changed IP addresses have been continuously 

developed and propagated. 

Recently, cybercriminals are distributing malicious codes through 

vulnerable travel websites with high user traffic, so improper 

handling of personal information or negligence can result in 

Figure 1-28 | Malicious codes created by the server.exe file

Figure 1-29 | Created hosts.ics file redirecting users to fake 
pharming sites

Figure 1-30 | KMPlayer’s urgent notice on external hacking attacks
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<Malware name in V3 products> 

-Binimage/Plugx (V3, 2013.08.23.00) 

-Trojan/Win32.PlugX 

Warning: Malicious code disguised as a torrent file

The methods to illegally distribute file content are getting more 

advanced and sophisticated over time. At the early stage, users 

directly downloaded files from warez sites. Then, Webhard 

and P2P (Peer-to-Peer) technologies emerged and became 

widely used. Webhard and P2P technologies were developed to 

effectively transfer data files, but they are also used for illegal 

file distribution. Recently, even  more illegal content is being 

distributed through Torrent programs. 

P2P technology is a method to download the whole file by 

connecting directly to the file owner’s system. The concept of 

Torrent programs, however, is very different from P2P programs. If 

User A, User B, and User C have the first, middle, and last parts of 

the file respectively, User D receives each part from the owner and 

combines them together to create the complete file. UUser A, User 

B, and User C then receive the rest of the file parts from User D. 

To join this type of network, it is necessary to have a file with a 

.torrent extension. Recently, illegal file content distribution sites 

are sharing only torrent files, and most torrent file sharing sites 

are operated secretly among members.

The newly discovered malware disguised itself as a .torrent file 

The newly discovered malware is highly advanced and can bypass 

anti-virus programs by using digital signatures. 

For Windows XP systems, files are created in the All Users folder. 

(See [Figure 1-34].) 

For Windows 7 systems, files are created in the ProgramData 

folder. (See [Figure 1-35].) 

PlugX malware steals and saves users’ key strokes in the 

NvSmart.hlp file. 

assumed assume that this malware attempts to connect to a 

specific server to send key logging and system information.

Figure 1-32 | KMPl_3.7.0.87.exe

Figure 1-31 | ICST – http://www.icst.org.tw

Figure 1-34 | Windows XP file creation path

Figure 1-36 | Key logging information saved in the NvSmart.hlp file

Figure 1-35 | Windows 7 file creation path

Figure 1-37 | Network connection information

Figure 1-38 | Torrent program execution screen

Figure 1-39 | Malware disguised as a torrent file
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The malware registers malicious files in the Start program and 

the scheduled jobs to maintain the malware infection status 

after system boot. It also attempts to connect to the following 

addresses.

20**.12******27.tk

16*.1**.*5.*6:2012

19*.1**.**6.**1:2012

To prevent this type of malware infection, it is important to use 

legitimate file sharing services. According to the revised copyright 

laws, the file sharing act using torrent files is prohibited and will 

be prosecuted to the maximum extent possible under the law. It is 

necessary for users to modify their mindset in regard to file sharing. 

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

<Malware name in V3 products>

- Packed/Win32.PePatch (2013.07.25.00)

”Your reservation is now confirmed!”

As mentioned earlier in the “Vacation themed spam e-mails 

designed to steal money” section, malicious codes have 

been distributed through travel themed spam e-mails. Scam 

e-mails with attachments purporting to come from “booking.

com”, which is a genuine travel agency, to provide reservation 

services for worldwide hotels, guest houses, resorts, and other 

accommodations have been circulated. The newly discovered 

spam e-mails have been distributed by using social engineering 

techniques during the vacation season. 

The attached ZIP file contains the following PDF file. If you check 

the file extension in Windows Explorer, it is actually an executable 

file. When the Windows Explorer option, “Hide extensions for 

known file types”, is set as default, the .exe extension will not be 

displayed, and the user might not notice anything unusual.  The 

user may then be persuaded to double-click the file, believing it to 

be a PDF file. 

in [Figure 1-39], but it is actually an executable file with an .exe 

extension. If the Hide extensions for known file types is set as 

default, then users are easily tricked into believing this malicious 

file is a normal torrent file.  

This executable zip file contains both a normal torrent file and 

a malicious file as shown in [Figure 1-40]. As the file is named 

after a popular entertainment program, users can be tricked into 

opening the malicious file.  

If the specific torrent program is installed, then the screen in 

[Figure 1-41] appears upon the execution of the malicious file. 

If the specific torrent program is not installed, then an installation 

message is displayed.

While you view and monitor the .torrent file execution screen, the 

malicious server.exe file is secretly running in the background 

to infect user systems. When you run the malicious file, the 

following files are created and the registry area is modified. The 

server.exe file and the svchsot.exe file are the same files with 

different names. The svchsot.exe file name is similar to  the 

svchost.exe (a Windows system file) to trick users into believing it 

to be a Windows configuration file.

[Created file]

C:\Program Files\server.exe (Malicious file)

C:\Program Files\tiara.torrent (Normal torrent file)

C:\WINDOWS\B194AB4D\svchsot.exe (the same file as the server.

exe file)

C:\WINDOWS\Tasks\At1.job ~ At24.job (Scheduled job file)

[Registry area]

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run\

B194AB4D (Start program registration)

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\Schedule\NextAtJobId 

(Scheduled job registration)

Figure 1-40 | Files included in the malicious file disguised 
as a .torrent file

Figure 1-41 | The torrent program run upon malware execution

Figure 1-43 | E-mail message allegedly from booking.com
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<Malware name in V3 products>

-Trojan/Win32.Zbot (2013.08.06.00)

Scam e-mails allegedly from Delta Airline have 
started circulating

Recently, fraudulent spam e-mails supposedly from Delta Airlines 

have been reported. The newly discovered spam e-mail uses 

almost the same distribution method as the previously discovered 

“Speed ticket spam e-mail”, “Delivery service spam e-mail” and 

“Banking spam e-mail” campaigns. The only difference is that the 

new malware uses links instead of e-mail attachments. Clicking 

the inserted links will download malicious codes to compromise 

user systems. The downloaded malicious codes are similar to 

the previous ones. However,  the Look  & Feel and functions are 

slightly different. 

[Figure 1-47] shows the e-mail body, and clicking the inserted link 

will download malicious codes in [Figure 1-48]. 

Like the previously discovered malware, this new malware also 

copies its files to bypass firewalls and registers specific values to 

automatically run at system boot. It copies its files in a folder with 

a 5 digit name and deletes the batch files created upon infection 

to cover up its traces.

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\

Application Data\ijnio.ala

C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\NWM39F0.bat

Table 1-4 | File creation

The decompressed Booking number {_booking}.exe file will run 

to check the installed program list. It also steals user accounts 

and passwords saved in web browsers, e-mails, and FTP clients 

and attempts to connect to the following servers to download and 

execute other malicious files.

hxxp://www.a***.com:8080/forum/viewtopic.php

hxxp://detail*****rect.ca/forum/viewtopic.php

hxxp://www.ener*****ise-namaste.de/EggT.exe

hxxp://stluke*****chrak.org/RexT.exe

hxxp://208.***.50.5/c38QVmd.exe

hxxp://s148231503.onl*****me.us/y3R.exe

At the time of our analysis, only the y3R.exe file could be 

downloaded from the above URLs. This downloaded file created 

files with the following random names and registered them in the 

system registry to automatically run at system boot. 

[File creation]

%Temp%\1709687.exe

└%Appdata%\Oxisuk\awidyr.exe

 └%Temp%\MEE8970

[Registry Registration]

[HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run]

"Awidyr"="C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application 

Data\Oxisuk\awidyr.exe"

After system registry registration, it also sets TCP 1468 and UDP 

5202 port exceptions for Window firewall. 

The malware attempts to connect to the following C&C server IPs.

84.**.151.27:3285

193.213.**.230:6159

5.178.***.27:6932

193.***.55.164:5627

93.219.***.165:7168

108.**.252.36:8938

2.176.***.150:5566

V3 can detect this malware as follows. 

Figure 1-44 | Decompressed attachment file

Figure 1-45 | File extension checked in Windows Explorer

Figure 1-47 | E-mail message disguised as a Delta Airline e-mail

Figure 1-48 | Downloaded malicious codes when the inserted link 
is clicked
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some time until now. These kind of attacks have become   common 

and well-known cyber attack methods, but users can still carelessly 

click suspicious attachments or links. Thus, caution must be taken 

for e-mails sent from unidentified senders, containing suspicious 

links, or giving directions to run a certain file.

This malicious code can be found and repaired with a V3 product.

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Trojan/Win32.Zbot 

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\SharedAccess\

Parameters\FirewallPolicy\StandardProfile\

DisableNotifications

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\SharedAccess\

Parameters\FirewallPolicy\StandardProfile\GloballyOpenPorts\

List\6881:UDP

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\SharedAccess\

Parameters\FirewallPolicy\StandardProfile\

DisableNotifications

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\SharedAccess\

Parameters\FirewallPolicy\StandardProfile\GloballyOpenPorts\

List\9254:TCP}

Table 1-5 | Registry registration

① Register malicious files in the Start program

② Set the firewall exception policies for the explorer.exe process 

③ Open the port using UDP 6881 

④ Open the port using TCP 9254

The previously discovered malicious codes contained a log file 

recording the Administrator.wab file accesses in the Address 

Book folder, whereas the newly discovered malicious codes 

contain an Outlook mail–related log. 

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application Data\

Microsoft\Address Book\Administrator.wab

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\

Application Data\Identities\{DB5938C6-87F2-4E13-BDFE-

8F80D2304735}\Microsoft\Outlook Express\Folders.dbx

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\

Application Data\Identities\{DB5938C6-87F2-4E13-BDFE-

8F80D2304735}\Microsoft\Outlook Express\Inbox.dbx

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\

Application Data\Identities\{DB5938C6-87F2-4E13-BDFE-

8F80D2304735}\Microsoft\Outlook Express\Offline.dbx

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\

Application Data\Identities\{DB5938C6-87F2-4E13-BDFE-

8F80D2304735}\Microsoft\Outlook Express\Sent.dbx

Table 1-6 | E-mail-related log

It is assumed that the malware may transfer the network 

connection log information through the above processes, but the 

network connection information was not verified at the time of our 

analysis. 

These types of spam e-mails have continuously been distributed for 
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and AhnLab distributes anti-virus programs.” (See [Figure 1-50].) 

A suspicious link is contained in the SMS message. If recipients 

click the link, then malicious apps will be installed. 

When the app is run, the screen in [Figure 1-52] appears to 

perform malicious actions. 

When the malicious app is executed, the app installation 

completion message is sent to two telephone numbers saved in 

the malicious code without the users’ awareness. The addresses, 

phone calls, and text message information are stored in the .temp 

directory in the SD card. The saved information is transferred to 

the pre-defined specific servers, and the result is notified through 

text messages. 

- App installation message is sent to two telephone numbers  

 saved in the malicious codes.  

- Parts of codes that collect addresses, phone calls, and text  

 message contents  

- Transmission process of collected information  

Until recently, most mobile malicious codes targeted the money 

transactions charged to mobile phone bills. However, in August, 

many spy apps and pharming apps have been reported. 

Smishing is a form of criminal activity using social engineering 

techniques by masquerading as a trustworthy banking company or 

sending out text messages with malicious URLs. Spy apps stealing 

personal information saved in smartphones are malicious apps 

that lure users into installing malicious apps through the Smishing 

technique and send internal information to the cyber criminals 

upon malware installation. 

Warning: Smishing disguised as a fake V3 mobile 
installation app

Extra precautions must be taken as smishing messages, 

disguised as trustworthy smartphone app messages, have been 

reported. ASEC recently found a new smishing message that 

asked that  a fake malicious V3 Mobile app be installed. 

AhnLab does not send out insecure messages to random users. 

AhnLab only provides V3 Mobile products through smartphone 

manufacturers. Please  install the official products through 

legitimate smartphone manufacturers’ channels.

Malicious app developers sent out SMS messages, “Personal 

information is leaking due to smishing and pharming attacks, 

Figure 1-49 | Spy app

   
Malicious Code Trends

03.
Mobile Malicious 
Code Issues

Figure 1-52 | Malicious app execution screen

Figure 1-53 | Malicious app source code 1

Figure 1-54 | Malicious app source code 2
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sophisticated enough to specifically target Korean smartphone 

users. Actual infection incidents were also reported, so special 

caution should be exercised. 

The malicious phishing app variant disguised as a legitimate 

banking app has the following characteristics. You can review the 

details of the previous bankun app in ASEC REPORT VOL.42 “Be 

aware of phishing apps disguised as banking apps”.

- Icon and package changes 

The previous app name contains the package name, whereas the 

newly discovered app does not contain the package name. The 

classes for the previous app are designed rather simply, but the 

receiver and services classes are added to the newly discovered app.

- Permission and phone administrator registration 

When the app is executed, the icon disappears, and then the 

phone administrator registration screen where you can register 

- The stolen user information is transferred to a specific server in 

the form of c, d, and f files. 

The malicious app developer designed a malicious app with the 

same functions in the past. The app icon that this malicious app 

developer previously created is shown in [Figure 1-57]. 

Smartphone users must exercise extra caution when clicking 

links in SMS messages. Install trustworthy anti-virus programs 

like V3 Mobile products to proactively prevent malware infection.

This malicious code can be detected and repaired with V3 Mobile 

products.

<Malware name in V3 products>

-Android-Trojan/FakeV3

-Android-Spyware/BarSmish

Alert! Phishing app disguised as legitimate 
banking app

There have been recent reports that a malicious app variant 

disguised as a banking app steals financial information. The 

newly discovered malicious app variant is highly advanced and 

Figure 1-55 | Process to transfer collected information to a specific server

Figure 1-56 | Information saved in the specific server

Figure 1-57 | Malicious app icon designed by the same app developer

Figure 1-58 | Icon and app name

Figure 1-59 | Package and class changes

Figure 1-60 | Phone administrator registration screen that appears 
upon app execution
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- Installed phishing app

If a user clicks the Update button according to the directions of 

the malicious app, then the pop-up window prompts the user to 

delete the existing app. The phishing app installation screen then 

appears. The user is deceived into believing it is a normal app 

update process. 

If Banking App A is installed, it is replaced with the related 

banking phishing app. If Banking App B is installed, it is replaced 

with related banking phishing app. The previously discovered 

app contains 8 banking phishing apps, but the newly discovered 

malicious app contains only Banking Phishing Apps A, B, and C.

As several reports of this banking-related malicious app have 

already been made in Korea, loss and damage can be expected to 

be higher than what is actually reported. Users are advised to take 

precautions. It is recommended to install the latest versions of 

anti-virus programs like V3 Mobile products, and periodically scan 

your device to prevent infection and damage. Most importantly, do 

not download any suspicious apps.

<Malware name in V3 products>

Android-Trojan/Bankun

the app appears. (See [Figure 1-60].) 

- Service and receiver usage 

If the user presses the Activate button in [Figure 1-60], the 

malicious app will run as a service. When the malicious app is 

decompiled, you can see the receive codes as shown in [Figure 

1-62]. According to the ASEC analysis on the malicious codes, 

additional phishing apps are installed when users receive text 

messages or turn on/off power to the device.

- Notification usage

When the receiver receives temporary text messages, the message 

alert "New updates are available" appears. This method is similar 

to the update method for Google Player or other apps, so users 

tend to install this malicious phishing app without any suspicion.

Figure 1-61 | Malicious app execution screen

Figure 1-63 | Screen to notify users about new updates or incoming 
text messages

Figure 1-62 | Receiver codes

Figure 1-65 | Phishing apps in the malicious app
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Critical 

MS13-059       Cumulative Security Update for Internet Explorer 

MS13-060       Vulnerability in Unicode Scripts Process could allow remote code execution

MS13-061       MS13-061 Vulnerability in Microsoft Exchange Server could allow remote   
                         code execution

Table 2-1 | MS Security Updates for August 2013

Important

MS13-062       Vulnerability in remote procedure calling could allow elevation of privilege 

MS13-063       Vulnerability in Windows Kernel could allow elevation of privilege

MS13-064       Vulnerability in Windows NAT driver could allow denial of service

MS13-065       ICMPv6 vulnerability could allow denial of service

MS13-066       Vulnerability in Active Directory Federation Service could allow information disclosure

   
Security Trend

01.
Security Statistics

Figure 2-1 | MS Security Updates for each attack target

Microsoft issued 8 security updates (3 critical, 5 important) in August 2013. These security 

updates include security patches for the cumulative security update to resolve Internet Explorer 

vulnerabilities. Users should install these patches.

Microsoft Security 

Updates – August 2013
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Hosts files to trick users into believing they are using normal sites 

is increasing.

Recently, memory hacking attacks that modify normal Java 

scripts of internet banking programs and banking sites that steal 

account passwords, security card numbers, and other passwords 

have been reported more frequently. 

If you receive a text message with a suspicious URL, do not click 

the link. If you accidentally click the link, please do not install 

mobile apps so that you can prevent any smishing threats. If the 

website asks you to enter entire security card numbers, then you 

can be sure that it is a phishing site: no legitimate banks request 

users to enter entire security card numbers.

When you see the window alerting about the hosts file 

modification, you need to thoroughly scan your PCs to prevent or 

repair possible malware infections. 

Memory hacking attacks cannot be performed without malicious 

code execution, so it is important to protect your device from 

malware infection. Regularly installing updated security patches 

is important to remove the vulnerabilities of Internet applications. 

Other related applications (e.g. Java, SWF, PDF, and others) 

should be updated with the latest security patches. Regular 

scanning of your devices with anti-virus software is also required.

Memory hack exploiting Java vulnerability

Recently, the report number of internet banking memory hacking 

incidents increased. . ASEC found that Java vulnerabilities are 

usually exploited through Exploit Packs when devices are infected 

with memory hacking attacks. Since the proof-of-concept 

codes that exploit Java vulnerabilities are publicly available, app 

developers should use the latest version of JDK. 

These Internet browser-interoperable applications are mainly 

categorized as Java, SWF, and PDF.

As Exploit Packs are designed to exploit Internet browser 

vulnerabilities as well as three-application vulnerabilities, 

we recommend you install the security patches to resolve 

Internet browser vulnerabilities, as well as Java, SWF, and PDF 

vulnerabilities.

Internet banking security measures

Security threats for financial gain such as smishing, pharming, 

phishing, and memory hacking are rampant so far during the 

second half of this year. Mobile device and ubiquitous connectivity 

growth continues as smishing or SMS phishing attacks against 

smartphone users explosively increases. Instead of simple 

phishing site attacks, the number of pharming attacks that modify 

Figure 2-2 | Java CVE-2011-3544 vulnerability code

Figure 2-3 | Memory hacking attacks using a code patching method

   
Security Trend
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Web Security Trends

01.
Web Security Statistics

Compared to the previous month, the number of domains with malicious code reports 

increased, whereas the number of websites with malicious code, malicious code types, and 

malicious URLs decreased.

Website malicious code 

trends

12,772

5,162 -59.6%

235218 226236 734632

Table 3-1 | Website security trends for August 2013

Reported types of 
malicious code

Domains with 
malicious code

URLs with 
malicious code

August JulyReported malicious codes

Figure 3-1 | Monthly Change in Malicious Code Detections

Monthly Change 

in Malicious Code 

Detections

As of August 2013, the number of malicious code reports decreased to 5,162, a 40% decrease 

from the 12,772 reported in the previous month.
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Monthly Change in the 

Number of Reported 

Malicious Code Types Figure 3-2 | Monthly Change in the Number of Reported Malicious Code Types

As of August 2013, the number of reported types of malicious code decreased to 85.4% from 

255 in the previous month to 218.

Monthly Change 

in Domains with 

Malicious Code Figure 3-3 | Monthly Change in Domains with Malicious Code

236 domains were found with malicious codes in August 2013, a 4.4% increase from the 226 

found in the previous month.

Monthly Change in 

URLs with Malicious 

Code

As of August 2013, 632 URLs with malicious code were reported, an 86.1% decrease from 734 

reported in the previous month.  

Figure 3-4 | Monthly Change in URLs with Malicious Code
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1 NEW Spyware/Win32.Gajai 633 21.0 %

2 ▲1 ALS/Bursted 416 13.8 %

3 ▲1 Worm/Win32.Luder 394 13.1 %

4 NEW Trojan/Win32.Downloader 297 9.8 %

5 NEW Trojan/Win32.agent 290 9.6 %

6 �4 Trojan/Win32.Agent 256 8.5 %

7 — ALS/Qfas 222 7.4 %

8 �3 Trojan/Win32.KorAd 177 5.9 %

9 NEW Android-Trojan/Bankun 176 5.8 %

10 �4 Trojan/Win32.Starter 154 5.1 %

 TOTAL 3,015 100.0 %
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TROJAN 2,424 47.0 %

SPYWARE 751 14.5 %

ADWARE 270 5.2 %

DROPPER 60 1.2 %

DOWNLOADER 55 1.1 %

Win32/VIRUT 44 0.9 %

APPCARE 4 0.1 %

JOKE 2 0 %

ETC 1,552 30.0 %

5,162 100.0 %

Type Report     Percentage

TROJAN 2,424 47.0 %

SPYWARE 751 14.5 %

ADWARE 270 5.2 %

DROPPER 60 1.2 %

DOWNLOADER 55 1.1 %

Win32/VIRUT 44 0.9 %

APPCARE 4 0.1 %

JOKE 2 0 %

ETC 1,552 30.0 %

5,162 100.0 %

Table 3-2 | Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports   Percentage

Top Distributed Types 

of Malicious Code

Trojan was the top distributed type of malicious code with 2,424 (47.0%) cases reported, 

followed by Spyware with 751 (14.5%) cases reported.

Figure 3-5 | Top Distributed Types of Malicious Codes

Spyware/Win32.Gajai ranked as the most distributed malicious code, representing 21.0% (633 

reports) of the Top 10 distributed malicious codes. 4 new malicious codes, including Trojan/

Win32.Downloader, emerged in the Top 10 list this month.

Top 10 Distributed 

Malicious Codes

Table 3-3 | Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
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